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DOL, SUMMIT CONTRACTORS DEBATE MEANING OF
OSHA RULE IN MULTI-EMPLOYER CASE
Lawyers for the Labor Department, Summit Contractors, AFL-CIO and

an array of industry associations jostled over the meaning of a single sentence
in a long-standing OSHA rule during oral arguments Thursday (Jan. 17) in a
federal appeals court case that is viewed as a bellwether for whether OSHA
can hold general contractors responsible for safety violations committed by
subcontractors. A panel of 8th Circuit judges heard differing views on the
meaning of the construction rule that was adopted when the agency was
created.

In DOL v. Summit Contractors, Inc., the Labor Department is appealing

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES WOULD FOCUS ON OSHA
BUDGET, ERGO IF ELECTED
Democratic presidential candidates say they would work toward enact-

ment of an ergonomics law, expand OSHA to include public employees,
increase the agency’s budget, stop the emphasis on the voluntary protection
programs and strengthen protections for whistleblowers if elected to lead the
country in November. Republican candidate former Gov. Mitt Romney (MA)
wants to reduce the regulatory burden on industry and Sen. John McCain (R-
AZ) would focus on making radio spectrum available to first responders.

In answers to questions from AFL-CIO on workplace safety, Sen. Barack
Obama (IL) criticizes the Bush administration for “turning its back on

In the wake of legislation mandating new mining regs...
MSHA BORROWS OSHA’S STANDARDS WRITERS TO

MEET REGULATORY NEEDS
OSHA Chief Edwin Foulke has asked OSHA standards writers to

consider temporarily relocating to MSHA for up to a year to help write new
regulations mandated by the Miner Act and the fiscal 2008 Labor HHS
appropriations bill. Foulke put out the call for “experienced standards writers”
in a Jan. 3 e-mail to OSHA national staff, which says MSHA asked OSHA for
help.

OSHA agreed to help MSHA despite the fact that the agency’s budget for
fiscal 2008 was reduced to below what it was in 2007, and despite being

Lawmakers Say OSHA
Refusal To Update PSM
Standard May Have Led
To Fatal Lab Explosion

House labor committee leaders
Jan. 10 called on OSHA to immedi-
ately revise its Process Safety
Management (PSM) standard to
improve control over reactive
hazards, saying the agency’s earlier
refusal to update the standard may
have contributed to a December 2007
fatal lab explosion. In a letter to
OSHA Chief Edwin Foulke, the
lawmakers blast the agency for failing
to comply with the U.S. Chemical
Safety Board’s (CSB’s) 2002 recom-
mendations regarding reactive
hazards.

On Jan. 3, CSB released a
preliminary report finding the Dec. 19
explosion at T2 laboratories in
Jacksonville, FL, which killed four
workers, involved an “uncontrolled
chemical reaction.”

Education and Labor Chair
George Miller (CA) and labor
subcommittee Chair Lynn Woolsey
(CA) say in their letter to Foulke that
the process surrounding the explosion
involved the heating and reacting of
materials with metallic sodium, and
complained that sodium is not
covered under the current PSM
standard.

“The 2002 CSB study found
[that] only 10 percent of the 167
reactive incidents it identified
involved chemicals that would have

STATES TAKE LEAD IN WORKER SAFETY & HEALTH BILLS
States are taking the initiative to push new worker safety laws as movement on occupational health appears

to be slowing down at the federal level. OSHA faces a smaller budget in fiscal 2008 and key lawmakers on
Capitol Hill have put off movement on OSHA reforms they unveiled in 2007 as they focus on mine safety
reforms.

The state initiatives cover workplace violence, healthcare worker safety (see related story), nanotechnology,
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pesticides in agricultural settings, mine safety, civil
penalties for worker safety violations, silica cases and
unionizing (see related story).

This has already been a busy year for state action on
occupational safety and health, which started with New
Jersey enacting legislation to secure healthcare workers
safety in hospitals and other health facilities.

A bill was introduced in the Indiana state senate
earlier this month that would allow the Commissioner of
Labor to assess a civil penalty of up to $25,000 against an
employer that knowingly violates the Occupational Safety
and Health law or certain safety standards rules or orders
if the violation results in serious bodily injury or death.

Another bill also introduced in the Indiana senate
would not allow civil actions alleging a silica or mixed
dust disease claim unless the plaintiff can make a prima
facie case showing that the plaintiff has a physical impair-
ment and that the exposure to silica or mixed dust is a
substantial contributing factor.

The New York state assembly is considering a bill that
would establish standards for farm worker protection at
any agricultural site where pesticides have been or will be
applied; require mandatory testing for pesticides; require
personal protective equipment to be provided to workers;
provide education to workers and their families about the

hazards of pesticides; and require additional on-site
protective measures.

Another bill just introduced in New York would
require development and implementation of programs to
prevent workplace violence in public schools.

A new bill in Virginia would establish the Virginia
Nanotechnology Authority to promote the development of
nanotechnology. The Authority would be responsible for
administering a fund to be used to provide industry and
institutions of higher education with discovery grants,
collaboration grants, and prototype grants.

Legislation introduced in West Virginia this month
would require a certified person to examine underground
mines after cutting and welding has been done. Another
bill calls for alcohol- and drug-free mines. Two years ago
MSHA was considering a rule that would require drug and
alcohol testing of miners. The measure was tabled after
opposition from unions. Yet another bill introduced this
month in West Virginia would provide protections for
whistleblowers who report unsafe mine conditions.

In addition, over a dozen states are considering
following California’s lead and passing laws that would
protect employees’ rights to unionize. The U.S. Chamber
is trying to get the Supreme Court to shoot down the Califor-
nia law before it sets a national trend (see related story).

GROUPS URGE CONGRESS TO ENSURE FUNDING FOR NURSE EXPOSURE STUDY
A coalition of healthcare worker advocacy groups is

urging congressional labor leaders to ensure quick
implementation of a long-awaited national survey of
nurses’ occupational exposures. NIOSH laid out plans for
the study in 2001, but the Environmental Working Group
says it has been snagged by bureaucratic funding delays.
Last year NIOSH approved a three-year funding plan for
the project, but EWG fears the Office of Management and
Budget approval process may delay its implementation.

The Environmental Working Group sent a letter Jan. 8
to the Senate labor committee Chair Edward Kennedy (D-
MA) and House labor committee Chair George Miller (D-
CA), as well as the committees’ ranking GOP members,
urging support for the program. The OMB approval
process could delay the study for another year and such
“foot-dragging” is unacceptable, the letter says.

Though the National Occupational Research Agenda,
NIOSH has designated funding for a national survey to
measure nurses’ occupational exposure to chemicals. But
OMB must approve the project before it can be imple-
mented.

A source close to the issue said the prospects for
OMB approval are very good, and that the study should be
underway in 2009. But EWG says 2009 is not soon
enough.

“Another year must not pass without action as our
dedicated healthcare professionals continue to be exposed
to dangerous substances, increasing their risks for devel-
oping serious health problems,” EWG maintains.

EWG has been urging the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention, which houses NIOSH, to conduct a
controlled, statistically designed study to verify its own
recent findings on nurses’ occupational exposures. The
Health Care Without Harm Nurses Workgroup, Environ-
mental Working Group, American Nurses Association and
the University of Maryland School of Nursing released a
survey last month indicating a link between nurses’
exposure to hazards and serious illnesses.

The groups are also recommending mandatory limits
for nurses’ exposures to hazardous chemicals and manda-
tory “phase out” of hazardous materials from hospital use.

While regulations are being developed, the groups
recommend health care facilities “act now to replace
hazardous materials and to provide engineering controls
nurses need to reduce exposures ...They should monitor
the air, surfaces, and even nurses’ bodies for chemicals.
They should educate nurses on the hazards and safe use of
chemicals and other hazardous agents. And they should
not wait for these actions to be mandatory.”

The survey, released last month, found that nurses
who are frequently exposed to sterilizing chemicals,
housekeeping cleaners, radiation and other hazardous
substances report increased rates of miscarriage, cancer
and birth defects in their children.

“Although these results are striking, this study has
limitations,” the groups report. Despite those limitations,
the survey does prove the need for standards on nurses’
exposure to hazardous substances and the need for a
“comprehensive, national study of nurses’ health and
exposures to chemicals and other hazardous materials.”—
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DEMOCRATS ASK NIOSH TO STUDY DIACETYL EFFECTS ON RESTAURANT WORKERS
Key House lawmakers are asking NIOSH to do a

study to determine where diacetyl is still being used, the
industries and restaurant operations where workers are
exposed to the food flavoring chemical, and the health
effects that workers may be suffering. The request was
prompted by an article in the Seattle Post Intelligencer that
found short order cooks have the potential to be exposed
to high levels of diacetyl.

House labor committee Chair George Miller (D-CA),
workforce protections subcommittee chair Lynn Woolsey
(D-CA) and Appropriations Committee member Rosa
DeLauro (D-CT) sent a letter Jan. 10 to NIOSH requesting
the agency further evaluate the Seattle Post Intelligence
findings.

The article quotes Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates
that there are about 3.7 million cooks of all types and
another 2.5 million other kitchen workers in food prepara-
tion.

According to the newspaper, “the amount of artificial
butter flavoring released could result in exposures for
professional cooks at levels that are as high or higher than
some severely ill workers at a Jasper, MO, popcorn plant
were exposed to in their eight-hour shift.”

NIOSH and other researchers have highlighted
potential workplace dangers at food-flavoring facilities but

the Seattle Post investigation shows restaurant workers
might also be at risk.

When OSHA announced in September that it would
initiate a rulemaking for diacetyl, lawmakers and labor
advocates expressed concern the process could take too
long to help workers currently exposed to the food
flavoring chemical that has been associated with a severe
lung disease. OSHA plans to set up a panel this month to
assess the impact of a diacetyl proposed rule on small
business, according to the Labor Department’s latest semi-
annual regulatory agenda, released Dec. 9.

The first step of the Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act (SBREFA) is a 60-day “pre-
panel” effort, which will be followed with a second 60-day
statutory period.

As of Jan. 15 OSHA had not announced the SBREFA
panel nor had the agency notified the SBA of any intent to
initiate the SBREFA process.

Last year the House passed legislation that would
force OSHA to issue an interim standard within 90 days
and release a final standard on diacetyl within two years.
The House passed the bill one day after OSHA formally
denied a union petition for an emergency temporary
standard for diacetyl. The legislation has yet to go through
the Senate.

OSHA USES WORKER’S COMP. DATA TO LAUNCH FEDERAL AGENCY INSPECTIONS
OSHA is initiating a year-long inspection program

targeting federal work places — a move that comes almost
two years after the Government Accountability Office
recommended OSHA improve its safety programs for
federal agencies. But OSHA used data from the Office of
Workers’ Compensation Program (OWCP) to identify the
agencies for inspection, despite GAO’s recommendation
that the agency use injury and illness data collected by
each individual agency.

When asked about OSHA’s use of the OWCP data, an
OSHA spokesperson said that “the incidence of lost time
cases is based on data OSHA obtained from the Depart-
ment of Labor’s Office of Workers’ Compensation
Programs. Meanwhile, OSHA has made significant
progress in working with the Recordkeeping Subcommit-
tee of the Federal Advisory Council on Occupational
Safety and Health (FACOSH) on development of a system
to collect site-specific injury and illness data from federal
establishments.”

A source close to the issue told Inside OSHA that
the agency has addressed some of the problems with the
site-specific data, and that the agency is moving toward
using OSHA 300 logs for future federal work site
targeting.

GAO is reviewing the targeting program, and will be
following up with DOL on the specifics of the data OSHA
is using. “It appears on the surface that the targeting
program addresses the essence of one of GAO’s recom-
mendations, but more information is needed to determine

how DOL plans to implement the program,” Anne-Marie
Lasowski, an acting director for GAO, told Inside OSHA.

GAO’s April 2006 report, entitled “OSHA Could
Improve Federal Agencies’ Safety Programs with a More
Strategic Approach To Its Oversight,” noted that OSHA’s
Office of Federal Agency Programs (OFAP) had previ-
ously used worker compensation data to identify the
worksites, but limitations in the data made it difficult to
identify where each injury occurred. GAO reported in
2006 that OSHA officials were working on a new target-
ing effort but were facing the same difficulties with the
OWCP data.

OFAP now has information it lacked previously,
including agency establishment lists, to help equate the
OWCP data with the location of the injury, the source said.
And with the change in the federal recordkeeping require-
ments, OSHA will be able to use OSH 300 data instead of
OWCP data to target federal establishments, the source
added.

Under a 2005 recordkeeping rule, federal agencies are
required to collect the same injury and illness data as
private-sector employees, according to the GAO report.
“Since the new rule requires federal worksites to keep logs
that include information that can be used to calculate
injury and illness rates, OSHA officials said these data
would be more useful in creating an effective targeting
program than the workers’ compensation data,” the report
said.

But OSHA’s then Acting Assistant Secretary Jonathan
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Snare said in 2006 that because agencies had to maintain
OSH 300 data at individual worksites and the number of
those sites were in the thousands, “requesting such a
volume of data would impose resource issues on the
Departments, and would fail to provide OFAP with a
useable database for generating accurate site selection for
a nation-wide inspection plan.”

But, Snare continued, OFAP was working with
OWCP to “devise a methodology to combine site-specific
injury data with federal agency employment numbers from
OWCP.”

It appears that methodology is at least partly
developed.

As part of this year’s Federal Agency Targeting
Inspection Program, OSHA promises to inspect all
agencies that in fiscal 2006 reported 100 or more lost time
injuries during 2006. OSHA also says it will inspect 50
percent of establishments that reported 50 to 99 “lost time
cases” and 10 percent that reported 20 to 49 LTCs.
Additional inspections may be conducted as resources
permit, the agency says.

Most of the inspections will be focused on safety.
Health inspections will be limited to referrals and the
discretion of Area Directors.

OSHA is unable to fine federal agencies. Instead,
OSHA issues notices to agencies that are out of compliance.

SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS WANT OSHA TO REVAMP BUILDING, HEALTHCARE REGS
Small business owners and their representatives have

pegged over 80 existing regulations — including OSHA
regulations on bloodborne pathogens for dental and other
health care fields, building codes, methyl chloride, lead in
construction and hazardous communication — that they
say need to be revamped by federal agencies. Stakeholders
also nominated MSHA’s explosives regulations for
reform.

Small business stakeholders nominated the regulations
in response to a Small Business Administration Office of
Advocacy Regulatory Review and Reform (r3) initiative.

Advocacy says it created the r3 initiative because
complying with federal regulations “now costs our
economy $1.1 trillion per year, which costs more per
household than healthcare. The smallest of businesses bear
the brunt of regulations. They annually pay 45 percent
more per employee to comply with federal regulations
than big businesses do.”

Advocacy hopes the program will lead federal
agencies to do a better job of identifying and revising rules
that need to be reformed.

There are three parts to the r3 program: 1. providing

tools that will improve federal agencies’ compliance with
Section 610 of the RFA, leading to a better understanding
of the impact of their current regulations on small entities;
2. developing a process for small business stakeholders to
identify current rules that are outdated or ineffective and
recommend targeted reforms; and 3. posting the recom-
mended reforms on Advocacy’s Web site and updating the
status of reforms twice a year.

“The fact that our office received over eighty strong
nominations shows that small businesses are concerned
about the cumulative weight of regulations,” said Chief
Counsel for Advocacy Thomas Sullivan. “Not only
will the strongest and most compelling cases make our
Top 10 list, the rest of the nominations are giving us
insight into regulatory areas of most concern to small
business.”

Advocacy will submit the top 10 list to agencies in the
spring and will work to ensure that the listed rules are
reviewed and reformed, according to a press release. In
order to track agency progress, the recommended reforms
will be posted on Advocacy’s Web site and an update on
the status of reforms will be published twice a year.

DEMS, LABOR BLAST BUSH FOR TAPPING STICKLER AS ACTING HEAD OF MSHA
Democrats and organized labor promptly blasted

President Bush’s decision Jan. 4 to tap outgoing MSHA
Chief Richard Stickler as acting head of the agency. The
announcement was surrounded by much confusion
because news reports earlier in the day had said that John
Pallasch, currently the agency’s deputy assistant secretary
for policy, had been appointed to replace Stickler, whose
recess appointment expired Dec. 31.

David James, assistant secretary of labor for public
health, confirmed to Inside OSHA later that day that
Pallasch had been tapped to head the agency for two days
after Stickler’s term expired.

Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-MA), chairman of the
Senate labor committee, promptly issued a statement
condemning the president’s action. “The White House has
again gone behind the Senate’s back to install Mr. Stickler
as head of the agency that is supposed to protect our
nation’s miners. After almost a year and a half of Mr.

Stickler’s stewardship, MSHA remains an agency in crisis
and in need of strong leadership. I urge the President to
send us a nominee who will give our brave miners and
their families the kind of effective safety enforcement they
deserve.”

United Mine Workers of America International
President Cecil Roberts called Bush’s action “outra-
geous” and referred to Stickler’s inability to be con-
firmed by the Senate. “The appointment of Richard
Stickler to be Acting Assistant Secretary of Labor for
Mine Safety and Health, just days after his term in that
position expired because he couldn’t be confirmed by the
U.S. Senate, demonstrates the deep level of contempt the
Bush administration holds for the Senate and the constitu-
tional role that body holds.

“The Senate has pointedly refused to confirm Mr.
Stickler to this position twice, and refused to bring his
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Hot Documents Now Available on InsideHealthPolicy.com

The following new documents are available on InsideHealthPolicy.com, our new online health news service.
Subscribers to InsideHealthPolicy.com also have access to hundreds of other health-related documents, daily news
updates, and a searchable archive of back issues. Inside OSHA subscribers can get a free, one-month trial to
InsideHealthPolicy.com by calling 1-800-424-9068.

Miller Blasts Bush For Threatened Mine Safety Veto
Testimony From House Education & Labor Hearing On Workplace Tragedies
Mining Groups Supporting Families, Workers Call For Passage Of Mine Safety Legislation
Mining Lobby Urges Rejection Of S-MINER Act
Kerry Moves To Protect Whistleblowers From E-Mail Searches
Lawmakers Urge NIOSH To Study Diacetyl Effects On Restaurant Workers
Internal OSHA E-Mail Seeks Agency Volunteers To Help MSHA Write Mine Safety/Health Rules
EWG Calls On Government To Begin Studies On Workplace Exposure For Nurses
OSHA Extends Comment Period For Lookback Review Of Methylene Chloride Standard
Kennedy Opposes Stickler Nomination To Mine Safety Position

name up for confirmation just a few weeks ago. Clearly,
‘no’ is not an answer the administration respects when it
comes to Mr. Stickler.”

Every lawmaker from West Virginia opposed
Stickler’s nomination when it was first made, his strongest
critics being Kennedy, Senate Appropriations Chair
Robert Byrd (D-WV) and Sen. John Rockefeller (D-WV).

Bush announced on Oct. 19, 2006 the recess appoint-
ment of Stickler to head MSHA after the Senate returned
the nomination to the White House twice.

After the Crandall Canyon mine tragedy earlier this
year, lawmakers questioned Stickler about MSHA’s
oversight of the mine and its role during the rescue
operations.

Senate Appropriations labor subcommittee members
questioned Stickler during a Sept. 5 hearing on why the
agency approved a retreat mining plan at Crandall Can-

yon, UT, despite earlier reports of “bumps” at the mine.
Lawmakers wanted to know if Stickler agreed with
MSHA’s decision.

Stickler explained that the mining plan at Crandall
Canyon was approved before he headed the agency, and
wouldn’t say if he backed it. When the lawmakers ques-
tioned Stickler as to why he had allowed reporters into the
mine following the accident, Stickler said he had not
approved the entry but he had not disapproved it either.

Byrd, exasperated at one point during the hearing,
shouted at Stickler, “What the hell’s the matter at
MSHA?”

Other stakeholders did not want to go on the record
criticizing Stickler but said it was better to have him as
acting head of MSHA than to leave the agency with no
leadership.

It is not clear what next steps lawmakers will take.

LABOR ADVOCATES APPLAUD NJ HEALTHCARE WORKER SAFETY BILLS
Labor advocates are applauding New Jersey for

enacting two healthcare worker safety bills that will help
prevent violence in healthcare facilities and allow for safe
patient handling.

NJ S1761, the Violence Prevention in Health Care
Facilities Act, requires certain healthcare entities to
establish violence prevention programs to protect
healthcare workers. It calls on general and special hospi-
tals and nursing homes to address credible verbal threats
of assault or harm.

NJ A3028, the Safe Patient Handling Act, requires
healthcare facilities, including hospitals and nursing
homes, and to establish safe patient handling programs.
The bill calls on facilities to minimize unassisted patient
handling by, among other things, purchasing safe patient
handling equipment. The measure limits the rights of
patients to refuse such safe patient handling by nurses,

orderlies and attendants.
New Jersey is the latest state to pass legislation

protecting healthcare workers. The state joins Minnesota,
Florida, New York, Texas, Washington, California and
Ohio in passing or introducing legislation related to safe
patient handling.

In September, Minnesota announced it was moving
forward with a safe patient handling program. State
nursing advocates, however, still hope the federal govern-
ment will eventually step in with a nation-wide mandate.
The Minnesota law requires all licensed healthcare facilities
— including hospitals, outpatient surgical centers, and
nursing homes — to establish a safe patient handling program
that minimizes manual lifting by nurses and other direct
patient care workers by using equipment instead of people
to transfer, move and reposition patients and residents.

The New Jersey bills were signed into law on Jan. 3.
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PRESIDENT’S SCIENCE ADVISORY COUNCIL BLASTS NANO EHS R&D FUNDING

DOL, SUMMIT CONTRACTORS DEBATE CONSTRUCTION REG . . . begins on page one

A White House panel expressed concern Jan. 8 that
fiscal 2008 funding is lacking for research on the environ-
mental, health and safety implications of nanotechnology.
Members of the President’s Council on Science and
Technology (PCAST) said they may prepare a document
expressing their disappointment in the funding Congress
set aside for the American Competitiveness Initiative and
outlining the impact the ACI budget will have on nanotech
R&D.

PCAST, which is comprised of academic and industry
leaders, was asked to review the work of the National
Nanotechnology Initiative and make recommendations.

The Bush administration’s research and develop-
ment budget requests for the National Science Founda-
tion, Department of Energy’s Office of Science, and
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
fall within the ACI budget, according to the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. AAAS
says that Congress had earlier agreed to funding
increases for the three programs, but ended up taking
the increases out when it sent the omnibus funding bill
to the president.

The White House had threatened to veto the omnibus
appropriations package if the total spending level ex-

ceeded his request. To scale back the size of the package
to avoid a presidential veto, lawmakers often opted to
remove budget items requested by the president.

Under the ACI budget in the final spending package,
NIST’s funding stayed at the status quo, a PCAST member
said during the meeting. PCAST has pegged NIST as the
most likely organization to research environmental health
and safety standards for nanotechnology.

The omnibus package fails to direct funds toward
NIST’s “standard setting function” for nanotechnology,
the member said. “We’ve been talking with NIST” on
improvements that need to be made on EHS research, but
“we’re very concerned about budget implications on this
exact subject.”

The overall ACI funding in the omnibus bill is
“extremely disappointing,” said one member. It is yet
unknown how the budget will affect nanotechnology
research, the member said, “but it can’t be positive.”

AAAS says that the America Competes Act, passed
last year, authorized increased funding for the three ACI
agencies. The bill also created a Technology Innovation
Program (TIP) to replace the Advanced Technology
Program (ATP) at NIST, AAAS says, and the omnibus bill
did fund that program.

an Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission
(OSHRC) decision to vacate a DOL multi-employer
citation against Summit Contractors, a decision the
dissenting OSHRC commissioner blasted as reversing over
30 years of commission precedent.

Victoria Bor, representing AFL-CIO and the National
Construction Alliance, which submitted a brief supporting
DOL, gave its view of the contested construction regula-
tion.

“We’re looking at a sentence that reads, ‘Each
employer shall protect the employment and places of
employment of each of his employees engaged in con-
struction work by complying the appropriate standards
prescribed in this paragraph,’” Bor said. “The Commission
read the relevant words in this sentence as being ‘his
employees’ and said that this requires there to be an
employer and employee relationship between the em-
ployer who’s cited and the employees who are exposed.
The Secretary does not read the sentence this way nor do
the amici.”

Bor said that the ambiguity lies with how one reads
this sentence and whether the emphasis is on “his employ-
ees” or whether the emphasis is on the “places of employ-
ment.”

“The primary issue in this case is whether the control-
ling employer prong of the Secretary’s longstanding
multiemployer policy is in conflict with a regulation issued
by the Secretary issued in 1971, namely 29 CFR
1910.12A,” said Michael Doyle, representing the Labor
Department.

It is well settled that an agency’s interpretation of its
own regulation is entitled to deference, as long as the
regulation is ambiguous, Doyle continued. Doyle said that
Section 1910.12a is ambiguous with respect to controlling
employer liability because that regulation does not speak
to multi-employer issues at all.

When asked where the ambiguity lies, Doyle said the
ambiguity is simply that the sentence at issue here — the
second sentence of the regulation — does not speak to
multi-employer liability. But OSHRC found that the
language “his employees” in the second sentence plainly
limits the duties of employers on multi-employer construc-
tion sites, Doyle said.

“The ambiguity is whether or not this regulation ...
whether she was speaking to multi-employer issues and in
particular controlling employer liability. Now, there is that
language ‘his employees’ and this case really centers upon
what does that language mean here,” Doyle said.

When asked what was wrong with the Labor
secretary’s interpretation of the regulation, Robert Rader,
representing Summit Contractors, responded that the
words “his employees” in the regulation is a limitation on
which employer can be held liable.

Rader said that even if one accepts the argument that
an employer has a duty to comply with standards for a
workplace — in other words that the employer has a duty
not to violate standards in that workplace to the extent that
doing so may benefit the employees of someone else —
that argument did not apply here.

“In this case, that’s not what we have,” Rader said.
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“We haven’t been cited for violating the standards. The
Secretary admits we didn’t violate the standards, that the
subcontractor violated the standards. And the issue in this
case, and the issue that the Commission decided, was: May
the Secretary cite us not because we violated a standard
but because we failed to make sure that somebody else
didn’t violate the standard? And that’s really the issue.
And we think that neither the statute nor the regulation
permits that.”

Responding to a question about whether the regulation
prohibits citing a contractor for the violations of a subcon-
tractor, Rader responded that if one compares 1910.12a
with the Secretary’s enforcement guidelines and regula-
tions under 1926.16, where Rader says the Secretary did
say that the general contractor is liable for making sure
that others are in compliance, one has to say that the
regulation does not allow controlling employer citations.

When pressed again on whether the regulation
prohibits such citations, Rader said that by not covering
the controlling employer policy, the regulation prohibited
it.

Art Sapper, representing the National Association of
Home Builders and a number of other industry associa-
tions that filed a brief in support of Summit Contractors,
also presented an interpretation of the regulation.

“The Secretary [tries] to say that the phrase ‘each of
his employees’ does not say ‘only’ his employees. Well,
the problem with that is that, as the Supreme Court
recently held, a modifier is to be construed as meaning
‘only’ or else the modifier has no function,” Sapper said.

“In addition, all the contemporaneous evidence as to
what the drafters meant by the second sentence of this
regulation line up perfectly with the Commission’s
interpretation ... For example, several days before this
regulation was adopted, the secretary adopted [the] first
compliance operations manual. That provided for no
controlling employer liability,” Sapper argued. “Moreover,
on the same day that this regulation was adopted, the
secretary did not adapt for use under the [OSH] Act a

regulation [already ] in the Construction Safety Act that
expressly created controlling employer liability. You put
these together, and the words speak volumes.”

When asked in his rebuttal why OSHA’s initial
manuals lacked guidance for controlling employer
liability, Doyle responded, “I think that that actually
comes in the secretary’s favor because the initial manual
allowed for citing employers who created violations even
if their own employees were not exposed.”

Doyle continued, “So it’s true that we didn’t include
controlling employer liability, but we did include creating
employer, and if we map in this regulation that there has to
be an employer-employee relationship in order for liability
to arise, then it makes no sense in our initial manual to cite
a basis of creating an employer liability where the
employer’s own employees are not exposed.”

Sapper also took issue with the argument that if the
court decided in favor of Summit, OSHA would lose its
ability to issue controlling employer citations.

“I would also like to make clear that the amici do not
suggest that 30 years of case law be disregarded,” Sapper
said. Sapper said that affirming OSHRC’s decision would
not end controlling employer liability under the statute
because there are many regulations that allow for control-
ling employer liability.

“They state precisely when the controlling employer
would be liable, and as the third circuit recently held in
Trinity Industries, those would continue to be effective
even if the Commission decision here is affirmed,” Sapper
said.

“So we are not asking, contrary to an implication I
think I heard in Mr. Doyle’s statement, we are not at all
asking that controlling employer liability be ended.
That’s not why we’re in this Court. We’re just simply
saying that it should be confined to those circumstances
laid out in the standards and hammered out in
rulemaking. And that is at it should be, because this
statute was intended to be governed by the standards,”
Sapper said.

America’s working families” and says as president he
would expand OSHA to cover every public employee, re-
enforce MSHA’s commitment to miners, increase funding
for OSHA and reinstate the agency’s ergonomics rule.

Sen. Hillary Clinton (NY) says she would expand the
OSH Act to cover federal, state and local public employ-
ees, reinstate ergonomics regulations, increase transpar-
ency in the OSHA citation process and strengthen protec-
tions for whistleblowers.

Democratic candidate former Sen. John Edwards
(NC) also calls for ergonomics protections for workers and
criticizes the Bush administration’s reliance on voluntary
guidelines. Edwards argues these guidelines “have left
workers exposed.” Edwards says he would appoint an
OSHA chief who is “a workers’ advocate with personal
experience in a workplace with safety problems.” Edwards

would also increase OSHA’s budget and strengthen
protections for whistleblowers, and include an expedited
process for hearing complaints of retaliation.

Republican candidates were not give questions to
answer by AFL-CIO but on his campaign page Mitt
Romney says one of his priorities as president would be to
provide regulatory relief for industry by eliminating
“cumbersome and unnecessary regulations and bureaucra-
cies that hinder economic growth and job creation.”

McCain in a speech to the International Association of
Fire Fighters highlights the importance of making spec-
trum available to first responders as soon as possible. “As
the 9/11 Commission found, first responders in the Twin
Towers on that terrible day were hindered by an antiquated
‘communications system that prevented them from being
able to communicate with each other.’ As the Commission
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noted, ‘command and control decisions were affected by
the lack of knowledge of what was happening 30, 60, 90
and 100 floors above. According to one of the [fire] chiefs
in the lobby, ‘We didn’t have a lot of information coming
in. We didn’t receive any reports of what was seen from
the … helicopters. It was impossible to know how much
damage was done on the upper floors, whether the
stairwells were intact or not.’ The cause of this failing was
not the first responders’ fault. It was the fault of the
federal government for not providing firefighters, police
and other first responders with the necessary radio
spectrum to enable them to communicate effectively with
one another.”

McCain also points out that the same problems
were faced in New Orleans and the Gulf Coast during
the hurricanes of 2005. “The same situation occurred
during the disaster of Hurricane Katrina. Phone lines,

cell towers and electrical systems were destroyed by
Katrina, and caused a devastating breakdown in com-
munications between first responders. Many emergency
officials had to rely on runners to carry information and
instructions to other first responders. This is intolerable.
Some of us in Congress have tried for several years to
provide unused spectrum to police, firefighters and
other emergency officials without, I am sorry to report,
success.”

The country will transition to digital television in
February 2009 but McCain had fought in the Senate to
make the needed spectrum for interoperability available
sooner. His proposal was defeated in committee by Sen.
Ted Stevens (R-AK).

Romney, McCain and former Gov. Mike Huckabee’s
(AR) press offices did not return a call seeking further
comments by press time.
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under legislative pressure to move faster on its own
standards.

“This demonstrates gross mismanagement at DOL,”
said an organized labor source in response to the news.
MSHA and OSHA both have major responsibilities and
both agencies need to be meeting them, the source said.
MSHA has known for over a year that these deadlines
were coming, the source continued, and they should have
been looking for people long before now.

A DOL spokesperson refused to address Inside
OSHA’s questions about how many writers OSHA plans to
lend MSHA, how many writers OSHA can afford to lose
and if the Labor secretary requested OSHA help MSHA.
Instead the spokesperson responded that “this temporary
detail of experienced health and safety professionals is
intended to provide MSHA with immediate assistance to
meet rigorous rulemaking deadlines in the Omnibus
appropriations bill.”

An OSHA public affairs official said that since the
issue involves more than one DOL agency, all related
questions will be forwarded to DOL public affairs.

In his Jan. 3 e-mail, obtained by Inside OSHA, Foulke
says that “although MSHA is getting some additional
funding to meet the rulemaking mandates being placed
upon them, they are also in need of experienced standards
writers who can help them meet the challenges before
them.”

But the fact that it often takes OSHA over a decade to
issue a rule has lawmakers worried about OSHA’s plan for
issuing its own standards. Besides cutting OSHA’s budget,
the omnibus package mandates OSHA submit to legisla-
tors a detailed timeline for long-awaited standards,
including beryllium, silica, and cranes and derricks.

Lawmakers have also introduced legislation that, if
enacted, would force OSHA to issue an interim standard
on diacetyl within 90 days and release a final standard
within two years. In its most recent regulatory agenda,
OSHA announced it will put together a small business
panel to review a proposed diacetyl standard this month.

Likewise, MSHA has been under pressure from
legislators to issue a series of standards to improve mine
safety. The omnibus spending package, which gives
MSHA’s 2008 budget a boost, mandates MSHA by the
middle of this year propose regulations restricting the use
of belt haulage entries for ventilation in coal mines and
requiring rescue chambers in underground coal mines.

MSHA and industry have charged that the new mine
safety bill would make mining less safe instead of
strengthening the mine safety protections passed by
Congress last year. MSHA, the OSHA Business Coalition
and the National Mining Association complained to the
labor committee that the new bill would override the
normal rulemaking process used by MSHA to develop
permissible exposure limits and implement the Hazard
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Communication Standard.
The MINER Act was passed in response to a string of

deadly coal mining incidents in early 2006, including the
Sago explosion in Upshur County and the Aracoma Alma
fire in Logan County.

The MINER Act requires each covered mine to
develop and continuously update a written emergency
response plan; and promote use of equipment and technol-
ogy that is currently commercially available. The bill also
requires each mine’s emergency response plan to be
reviewed, updated and re-certified by MSHA every six
months.

The bill directs the Labor secretary to require wireless

two-way communications and an electronic tracking
system within three years that would permit those on the
surface to locate persons trapped underground; require
each mine to make available two experienced rescue teams
capable of a one-hour response time; and require mine
operators to make notification of all incidents/accidents
which pose a reasonable risk of death within 15 minutes.

The House Jan. 16 passed the controversial S-
MINER Act by a vote of 214-199 despite a threat a day
earlier from the president that he would veto the bill. If
enacted, the legislation will add to the mounting legislative
pressure for MSHA to issue standards.

DEMS LOOK INTO OSHA’S PSM STANDARD . . . begins on page one
been covered by the current standard,” the lawmakers say.
At the time, CSB urged OSHA to update its standard.

At previous labor committee hearings on the 2005 BP
Texas refinery explosion that killed 15 workers and
injured over 170 more, lawmakers discussed drafting
legislation to force OSHA to update its PSM standard, a
source close to the issue said. The House labor committee
may hold a follow-up hearing on the BP explosion, the
source continued.

In December, Inside OSHA reported that victims of
the BP explosion claim the company has been out of
compliance with a 2005 settlement agreement it reached
with OSHA. The settlement agreement mandates BP
conduct a comprehensive audit and analysis of the
company’s PSM systems.

The CSB preliminary report on the 2007 T2 explosion
found the blast “was among the most powerful ever

examined by the [CSB]. In addition to the tragic loss of
life among T2 workers, injuries off-site requiring medical
attention occurred as far away as 750 feet from the reactor
site ... We recovered large portion of the vessel’s top head
— weighing hundreds of pounds — approximately one
quarter-mile away.”

“We plan to do a comprehensive examination of T2’s
safety practices,” CSB said. CSB investigators will also
look at regulations, codes, and industry standards to
determine whether they can be improved to help prevent
similar accidents in the future.

When approached for comment, an OSHA spokesper-
son said the agency had not yet reviewed the letter and that
would be their only statement regarding this letter.

CSB announced Jan. 17 that it would be investigating
another fatal chemical explosion at the BP Texas City
plant where one worker was killed Jan. 16.

HOUSE PASSES CONTROVERSIAL MINE SAFETY BILL, PRESIDENT THREATENS VETO
The House Jan. 16 passed a controversial mine safety

legislation by a vote of 214-199 a day after the president
threatened to veto the bill. The bill includes sweeping new
mine safety provisions that House labor committee
Democrats and unions characterize as essential, but House
labor Republicans, industry and the president characterize
as overreaching and dangerous. Senate labor committee
Chair Edward Kennedy (D-MA) introduced a similar bill
last year and the Senate labor committee plans to mark-up the
legislation by early summer, said a source close to the issue.

The Supplemental Mine Improvement and New
Emergency Response Act of 2007 (S-MINER Act)
requires MSHA to adopt NIOSH’s recommended exposure
limits (RELs) as mine safety permissible exposure limits
(PELs), establish an office of Miner Ombudsman within
the Labor Department’s Inspector General office, set up an
advisory committee to make recommendations to MSHA
and Congress on revising mine safety regulations, increase
the maximum penalty for serious mine safety violations,
issue a series of interim standards and final rules, and
authorize the hiring of retired inspectors on a contractual
basis to help ensure all district offices are staffed.

The White House, in its statement threatening to veto
the bill, charges the bill would “fundamentally change the
investigation of mining accidents and jeopardize the
ability to hold mine operators accountable for violations of
mine safety regulations.”

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce is particularly upset
with the bill’s provision requiring MSHA to automatically
adopt NIOSH’s RELS as PELs without consideration of
feasibility or impact.

“This approach would eliminate the necessary
analyses and procedures required to produce PELs that
protect employees in a feasible manner. MSHA is obli-
gated by statute to consider feasibility in promulgating
mandatory standards dealing with toxic materials,”
Chamber said. “NIOSH has no such requirement to
consider feasibility, which means that converting NIOSH
RELs directly to MSHA PELs will result in standards that
are not economically or technologically feasible.”

The bill would also circumvent analysis of the
provisions’ impacts on small businesses, the Chamber
added.

 The labor committee’s ranking Republican also
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strongly opposes the bill. Rep. Howard McKeon (R-CA)
says the S-Miner Act would impose “a brand new set of
rules and requirements that ignore the experience and
input of experts and stakeholders and threaten the jobs and
physical security of the very miners we’re trying to
protect.”

Republicans offered an alternative to the S-MINER
Act, but that alternative was defeated on the floor by a
vote of 229-188. The Republican substitute urged full and
timely implementation of the 2006 MINER Act, required
mandatory and random drug testing, established a panel to
provide independent scientific review of MSHA’s risk
assessment procedures for deep mine conditions and
required NIOSH conduct a study on retreat mining.

Although the Republican amendment was defeated,
House labor committee Chair George Miller (D-CA)
did offer an amendment authorizing DOL to conduct a
study on substance abuse among miners. According to
the amendment, “if, as a result of the study, the Secretary
determines it to be feasible and effective, the Secretary
shall be authorized to establish a program” for substance

abuse testing of miners within MSHA. Miller’s amend-
ment passed 234-183.

The United Mine Workers of America (UMWA)
praises the S-MINER Act for filling in gaps in the 20006
mine safety law. In an Jan. 14 op-ed in the Charleston
Daily Mail, UMWA said that the 2006 Miner Act focused
exclusively on response to specific mining accidents. “The
new act includes critical language that would go a long
way toward preventing many safety and health problems
in the first place,”UMWA said.

In the past two years, 81 people have been killed in
our nation’s coal mines, UMWA said. Those 81 “are all
the reminders we need that we still have a long way to go
to make America’s mines as safe as they can possibly be.”

Miller says the bill would help prevent mining
disasters, improve emergency response when disasters do
occur and reduce long-term health risks to miners.

If enacted, the legislation will add to the mounting
legislative pressure for MSHA to issue standards. Recently,
MSHA asked OSHA for standards writers to help MSHA
meet its upcoming standards deadlines (see related story).

CHAMBER ASKS HIGH COURT TO AX CA UNION LAW, STOP FED LAW REWRITE
The U.S. Chamber is urging the Supreme Court to

shoot down a California law restricting employers’ rights
to unionize, arguing that absent a high court decision over
a dozen other states may follow suit and effectively
rewrite federal labor law in the process. The Supreme
court will hear the case in March.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s National Chamber
Litigation Center (NCLC) filed a brief with the U.S.
Supreme Court Jan. 9 seeking to reverse an appeals court
decision that upheld the California law. The Chamber
complains that the state law also opens employers to
possible triple damages if they do not comply and pre-
empts federal labor law.

California Assembly Bill 1889, signed into law in
2000, prohibits employers from using state funds to assist,
promote, or deter union organizing. The Chamber first
challenged the new law in 2002 and won but the law was
upheld on appeal. The respondents in the case, Chamber
of Commerce of the United States of America v. Brown,
are the California Department of Health Services, the
California Labor Federation and AFL-CIO.

The Supreme Court agreed to review the decision in
November 2007, according to the Chamber.

The American Hospital Association filed an amicus
brief the next day in support of the Chamber’s action.
AHA says hospitals are “at the center of the case’s
employer free speech controversy because they rely on
state funding programs and are frequent subjects of union
organizing drives,” the brief points out. “The burdens on
employers that the law imposes — for example, require-
ments for segregated accounts and onerous recordkeeping
obligations — unfairly target hospitals that already receive
state reimbursement at levels far below the costs of
services they provide,” said Curt Kirschner, a partner with

O’Melveny & Myers LLP and AHA’s outside counsel on
labor matters. The brief concludes, “When hospitals are
deterred by the state from communicating to their employ-
ees about the appropriate hospital-employee relationships
within their community, it is not just the hospitals that are
adversely affected. The employees who lack the information
necessary to make a fully informed choice also are harmed.”

The Chamber’s case hinges on convincing the high
court that the California law goes against federal labor
law. “Federal labor law preempts state efforts to regulate
speech that Congress determined should not be regulated,”
said Robin Conrad, NCLC’s executive vice president.
“California’s attempt to leverage public money to prohibit
federally-protected activity is burdensome and inconsistent
with federal law.”

The Chamber argues the case has important
ramifications for national labor policy because over a
dozen other states are considering similar laws. “As a
practical matter, moreover, the decision below, if left
unattended, will have a particularly significant negative
effect on national labor policy and relations... at least
fifteen other states have proposed legislation that would
impose similar spending restrictions on employers’
noncoercive labor speech. It is therefore particularly
important that the Court clarify now the respective state
and federal roles in labor-management regulation and
foreclose states’ ongoing efforts.”

The Chamber adds, “The need for Supreme Court
intervention is acute, because a host of other states have
enacted or are actively considering laws similar to AB
1889. The burden on national and international businesses
of following myriad different and conflicting state labor
standards is precisely what Congress intended to avoid in
federalizing labor-management relations law.”


